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Gove “Chunk Gun” Rear Sight
Sight base, step bar, dovetail, screw,

and illustrated instruction sheet
#RS-3A  kit  $32.99

Gun Maker’s Tip:
An integral skirt covers the dovetail base, concealing 

the barrel’s sight slot. The tempered spring steel body 
has a slight arc to hold the five step elevation bar snug, 
at your choice of sight position.

All dovetail mounted rear sights require additional 
gunsmithing after installation. They never align perfectly 
with the barrel until “bumped” into alignment. It works!

Carlos Gove “Chunk Gun” Adjustable Rear Sight ........... #RS-3A
Modeled after an antique rear sight on a heavy barrel percussion 

target rifle by famous American gun maker Carlos Gove, this sight is 
sometimes called a “chunk gun sight” since heavy percussion rifles 
were often shot from prone position with the forend resting on log or 
“chunk”. Use this sight on a late fullstock or heavy barrel halfstock 
Plains rifle with a 1” or 1-1/8” octagon or heavier barrel.

Easily installed, no tempering is required. Simply file and polish 
these castings, drill and tap a pivot hole in the barrel, cut a dovetail 
notch, slide and screw this primitive adjustable rear sight into position. 
In actual use, the dovetail bar is positioned 3/8” behind the rear sight, 
exactly 4-1/4” from the pivot screw hole.
#RS-3A Carlos Gove “chunk gun” sight only $32.99

#RS-HA-5 sight kit $34.99

Long adjustable rear sight ................................................. #RS-LA
Attractive wax cast steel rear sight, adjustable for elevation using the 

center screw. The standard 3/8” dovetail base is covered by the sight. 
Enlarge the square slot if needed, using our needle files.
#RS-LA long adjustable rear sight only $10.99

L&R’s adjustable five step Hawken rear sight kit .........#RS-HA-5
Known as a Rocky Mountain Rear Sight, this long adjustable sight 

has a .370” x .085” dovetail spaced 3” ahead of the normal location.
 A great choice for use on your halfstock Hawken rifle, it works well 

on 15/16”, 1”, or 1-1/8” octagon barrels.
Not a fixed iron sight, it does not meet N.M.L.R.A. Hawken match 

rules, but it may be used in “adjustable sight” matches. Best quality 
alloy steel wax castings, made in the U.S.A. by L&R. Machined and 
deburred, these sight parts are ready for installation and use, without 
file  fitting. The step bar has five elevation levels. 

Abrasive blasted to a grey matte finish, this sight is ready for 
 browning, or polish it bright and blue it.
#RS-HA-5 adjustable rear sight, five step only $34.99
#RS-HA-5-Ramp spare five step sight ramp only $  8.99

#RS-LA sight $10.99
Screw adjustable rear sight.

Carlos Gove Adjustable “Step Bar” Rear Sight:
This nice wax cast steel rear sight kit consists of five 

(5) pieces: a 5-1/4” long sight body, elevation ratchet 
step bar, windage dovetail saddle, pivot  anchor screw, 
and illustrated instruction sheet.

Primitive Adjustable Hawken Rifle Rear Sight
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Made in the U.S.A.

Carlos Gove “Chunk Gun” Rear Sight

Gunsmith’s Dovetail Forming Tool ............................... #Tool-Dovetail
 Use our dovetail forming chisel to “persuade” the slot to accept your lug 
or sight. It raises the metal, rather than removing it. Underlug slots may 
be half deep, half raised. Or use it to form a raised moulding for your rear 
sight. Very shallow dovetails in round barrels may be stronger than solder.
#Tool-Dovetail  Dovetail forming tool only $12.99

Forming a raised dovetail for a rear sight.

Prices were current when this catalog was printed. 
Prices are subject to change without notice.
 For current prices and in stock status visit:

www.trackofthewolf.com
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